Preparation and characterization of 3D porous conductive scaffolds with magnetic resonance enhancement in tissue engineering.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as a diagnostic tool in tissue engineering, has received widespread attention because of its ability to consistently provide degradation and absorption of implants in vivo. For some specific human tissues and organs, such as nerves, muscles and myocardium, their regeneration requires tissue engineering scaffolds have a good electrical conductivity. Graphene oxide (GO) has been extensively studied as a conductive biomaterial having mechanical reinforcement. Based on the above, we propose an MRI conductive scaffold containing gelatin (Gel)/gelatin-polycaprolactone (Gel-PCL)/ultra-small paramagnetic iron oxide (USPIO)/graphene oxide (GO) (Gel/Gel-PCL/USPIO/GO). Their physical and chemical properties as well as biocompatibility are measured in vitro. The purpose of doping USPIO was developed for non-invasive monitoring of tissue engineered implants and tissue reconstruction. Functional modification of GO to match electrophysiological requirement. Co-culture with bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells showed good biocompatibility. Blood experiments have also demonstrated the feasibility of scaffolds as tissue engineered implants. The USPIO-labeled conductive scaffold, as an effective image-guided and electrically stimulating implant, appears to be a reconstruction platform for specific tissues and organs.